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AUTOMATION AND CONTROLS 

Key words: back rest, barrt!, battery, beam ruffle, bobbin 
loaders, box chain, 2 x 1 box motion, box motion, bunch, 
bunter, center filling fork, change gear, cloth roller, dagger, 
direct take-up, . drop wire, drolppers, feeler, filling transfer 
mechanism, fork, frog, give-way, hammer lever, knock-o f f  
device, knock-off motion, let-off motion, loose reed, 
magazine, midget feeler, multiplier chains, negative-feed- 
back, negative let-off, pawl and ratchet, pick-and-pick, 
pick at will, pinned, positive let-off, protector feeler, race- 
board, risers, semi-positive let-o f f ,  sheath, sinkers, side 
filling fork, smash, stop motions, stop rod finger, take-up 
roller, temples, tin fillets, transfer- latch, unifil, warp stop 
motion, well, worm and wheel. 

In a loom there are many mechanisms to control the warp 
and fabric tensions, fabric width and color pattern in the 
filling direction. There are also some automatic protection 
devices such as warp and filling stop motions. One very 
important mechanism on the loom, which gives the loom 
the adjective “automatic”, is the filling transfer mechanism. 

Warp Let-off Motions 
The function of a let-off motion is to apply tension on the 
warp yarns to help form a clear shed. The tension also has 
to be high enough to develop the forces required between 
the warp and filling to form the cloth. The tension ratio 
between the warp and filling has to be correct, otherwise 
the crimp levels are improperly balanced; this affects the 
appearance of the cloth. The let-off motion applies the 
tension by controlling the rate of flow of warp yams. 
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= SUM Of TENSION ON WARP ENDS 

BEAM RUFFLE WITH 
ROPE WRAPPED AROUND 
IT TO SUBTEND ANGLE e 

Fig. 13.1. Negative let-off ;riot to scale. 

There are three differcnt typcs of let-off motions, namely: 
(1) Negative. 
(2) Semi-positive. 
(3) Positive. 

1. Negative Let-off 
In this case the pull of the warp is purely against friction 
forces in the let-of motion. To demon2trate the principle 
of negative let-om, Ict the simple non-automatic mechanism 
shown in Fig. 13.1 be considered. The tension of the warp is 
regulated by the friction between chain or rope and the 
beam rufle. 

Taking moments about the center of the beam 
T x R = (Tt - T,) x r (13.1) 
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and by Amontons’ law 

-- Tt - ,ue (13.2) 
Ts 

where p = coefficient of friction bctween the chain or rope 
and the beam ruflle. 

6 = the angle of lap 

Taking moments about the hinge 0 of the lever: 
T ~ x x = W X ~  (13.3) 

T,= W -  Y (13.4) 
X 

.. 
Substituting for Tt and T, in eqn. (13.1) 

. .. 

i.e., 

r 
T = ~ T ~ ( I - $ )  

r V - -  x W -  (1 - cue) - R  X 

1 
TCZ- R 

(13.5) 

(1 3.6) 

This means that the tension of thc warp increases as the 
radius of the warp on the beam is reduced. This cannot be 
allowed in practice and the increase in teiisioii must be 
balanced by moving the weizht towards the fulcrum 0, 
to reduce the distaiicc y. Therefore. thc condition needcd to 
maintain a constant warp tension is that 

= constant (13.7) 

The movement of the weight can be either manual or 
automatic. In modcrn lowis, only neptivc let-off motions 
of the automatic type arc used. I n  this case, the weight is not 
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moved along the lever, but the lever is fixed in a different 
way such that any change in tension causes a change in the 
moment applied. 

2. Semi-Positive Let-of 
In the case of negative let-off the warp is pulled off the 
beam and the tension is regulated by slippage in a braking 
system. In a positive let-off, the beam is driven through a 
positive mechanism where no slippage takes place. This latter 
type of mechanism is seldom used and in most cases the 
tension is controlled by a mechanism driving the warp beam, 
which allows a certain loss of motion (or slippage) whenever 
the tension increases. Basically these are crude rtegntitu-feed- 
back automatic-control systems which are related to controls 
such as are used in autoleveling during sliver production. 
These mechanisms are sometimes considered positive, but 
in reality they are semi-positive. 

Figure 13.2 shows an example of a semi-positive let-off 
motion. The warp beam is driven through a M ’ O N ~  and w l w f  

C D 

1 
W 

WWNWARO MOVEMENT 
OF D DISENGAGES PAWL 
AN0 LOCKS RATCHET 

UPWARD MOVEMENT 
OF 0 ENGAGES PAWL 
AND FREES RATCHET 

WORM AND WHEEL 
DRIVES WARP BEAM 

PAWL AN0 RATCHET 

Fig. 13.2. Srd-positive let-off 
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which are turned by a paid arid ratchet (R). The warp passes 
over a moveable back rest (B). If the warp tension is reduced, 
the back rest is moved up  under the influence of the weighted 
lever (CD).  The motion is transmitted through levers to a 
sheath which locks the movement of the ralchet wheel 
and disengages the pawl until the tension increases again 
to the normal level under the influence of the cloth take-up. 
If the tension increases beyond normal, the back rest is 
lowered, which causes the sheath to be moved away from the 
ratchet wheel; the let-off is restarted and overfeeds slightly, 
causing the tension to drop. The tension remains nearly 
constant between limits, and does not depend on the warp 
diameter on th’e beam. 

There are many semi-positive let-off mechanisms designed 
to control the warp tension and it is beyond the scope of this 
book to discuss all of them. 

Fabric Take-up Motions 
As the picks are inserted, the point of fabric formation has 
to be moved and, to maintain the same pick spacing, the 
rate of movement must be kept constant. 

The fabric commonly follows one or other of two paths. 
These are used in the direct and indirect take-up systems, as 
shown in Fig. 13.3. In the indirect system, at (a) and (b) the 
fabric is passed over a take-up roller before being wound over 
the cloth roller. The cloth roller of (a) is driven through 
friction between it and the take-up roller. This is suitable for 
spun yarn fabrics, since the friction does not produce a 
critical defect in the fabric. In the case of the indircct motion 
at (b), the cloth roller is negatively driven and is kept away 
from the take-up roller; this makes this type of motion 
suitable for the more sensitive continuous filament yarn 
fabrics. One of the advantages of this system is the possibility 
of cutting the fabric and removing the cloth roller without 
stopping the loom. 

The motion shown at (c) is known as “dircct take-irp”; 
the fabric is wound on the cloth roller directly with a press 
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( C )  

DIRECT TAKE-UP 
SYSTEM 

DRIVEN BY RATCHET 

& 13.3. Cloth take-up syrtem; 

roller. The drive of the cloth roller is of the negative type so 
as to reduce the rotational speed as the diameter of the 
cloth on the roller increases. For this reason, the indirect 
take-up motions are normally considered positive whereas 
the direct motions are considered negative. 
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The take-up rollers are normally covered by tin fillets 
or rough rubber to increase the grip between the roller and 
the fabric. Also, the take-up roller is usually driven through 
a gear train which reduces a single movement of the pawl 
to the distance between two successive picks in the fabric. 
If the commercial range of pick densities is considered to 

TAKE-UP ROLL 

. RECIPROCATES 
DRIVES RATCHET R 

A.B.C 6 D R E P R E S E N T  G E A R S  

Fig. 13.4. Fire wheel take-np system 

be between 8 and 40 picks/cm (20 and 100 ppi), the 
distance moved by the cloth or take-up roller is between 
% and 1% mm/pick (0.01 and 0.05 inch/pick). This 
movement is very small and a gear train of 5 or 7 wheels 
must be used to allow for the large reduction in movement 
and to provide for the changing of the pick density of the 
fabric. This is normally achieved by changing only one 
gear, called the change gear, in the train. 

Figure 13.4 shows a 5-wheel take-up mechanism in  which 
the ratchet wheel ( R )  is moved the distance of one tooth by 
the oscillating pawl ( P )  for every pick. The pawl gets its 
movement from the lay mechanism. If R is the number of 
teeth on the ratchet wheel, one revolution of the ratchet 
wheel corresponds to R picks inserted into the fabric. 
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TAKE-UP 

SMALL 
CHANGE WHEEL 

STANDARD WHEEL 

WHEEL 

Fig. 13.5. Sewn wheel cake-rp system 

The length of cloth taken-up for every revolution of the 
ratchet wheel = ( A / @  x (C/o) x circumference of take-up 
roller (€). 

Pick density = Picks inserted + Length of Fabric Taken-up 

R 
( A / B )  x (C/O) x circumferenceof E 

= 

B D  1 
A C circumference of. E x R X - X - X  

A is the number of teeth of the change wheel. The other 
gears usually are not changed. Therefore, 

Pick density = cons tan t 
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Due to fabric contraction after leaving the loom, the 
pick density in the fabric is normally increased by 1.5-2 per 
cent. This has to be taken into account when designing the 
gear train so that, 

(13.8) constant (1 + K) Pick density = 
A 

where K = pementage contraction i 100. 
Many looms use a 7-wheel gear train similar to that shown 

in Fig. 13.5, in which case the change wheel is a driven gear 
instead of a driving wheel (as in the 5-gear train). The pick 
density is then given by 

Pick density = (constant x change wheel teeth)(l + K) 
(13.9) 

In this case, the gear train is usually designed so that the 
number of teeth on the change wheel is equal to the pick 
density. This means that the constant, after taking con- 
traction into consideration, is equal to unity. 

A very important point to be considered in the design 
of a take-up motion is the effect of imperfections in the 
cutting or mounting of the gears. Any eccentricity in a gear 
in the train produces cyclic variation in pick spacing which 
produces a defect in the fabric known as barre'. lf the spacing 
of the bars is either less than 2 mm or more than 25 cm, 
the effect is not readily seen in the fabric. Thus, in a well- 
designed take-up motion, the length of fabric woven during 
a full rotation of any gear in the train should be less than 
2 mm (0.1 inch) or more than 25 cm (1 0 inches). 

Figure 13.6 shows the Shirley take-up motion which was 
designed to satisfy this condition. The length of fabric woven 
for every rotation of the standard wheel A for a cloth of 
25 picks/cm (60 ppi) is about 1.7 mm (0.07 inches). The 
length of fabric woven for one revolution of the carrier 
wheel B is 1.4 mm. Every rotation of the worm wheel E 
produces 25 cm of fabric. In this mechanism, also, the 
number of teeth on the change wheel is equal to the pick 
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density. The minimum number of teeth on the change 
wheel to satisfy the previous condition concerning barre 
is 32. This good characteristic of the mechanism was 
made possible through the use of a worm and wheel with 
a speed reduction of 150: 1. 

STANDARD 
WHECL 

A C A R R I E R  X = 25cm (10inches) 

Ffg. i3.6. The Shirley toke-up. 

' l h m w s e  Fabric Control 
Due to the crimp in the filling yarns, a component of the 
tension exists in the filling direction (see Fig. 8.9). This 
force tends to bring the ends closer together, causing a 
contraction in fabric width. The contraction is exaggerated 
by the increase of warp tension or stiffness and also by 
increasing the twist in the filling yarn. When this contraction 
is allowed to be excessive, high frictional forces are created 
between the reed and warp yarns near the selvage. This, 
apart from affecting the fabric quality, also increases the 
warp breaks near the selvage and in turn reduces the weaving 
efficiency. To control the fabric width and maintain proper 
crimp levels for warp filling. the fabric has to be pulled at 
the selvages in the direction of the filling. This is done by 
using temples similar to those shown by Fig. 10.9. There are 
many types and designs of temples, but they all perform a 
W a r  function. 
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Warp Stop Motions 
One of the important automatic protective devices on the 
loom is the H W ~  stop motion. The main function of this 
motion is to stop the hoom, in a very short period of time, 
when a warp yarn breaks. This helps to maintain the quality 
of the fabric, and to reduce the time to repair the breaks, 
thus improving weaving efficiency. Both considerations have 
a direct effect on the economics of the process. 

OPEN-END CLOSED-END OPEN-END CLOSED-END 

MECHANICAL STOP MOTION ELECTRICAL STOP MOTION 
- - 

Rg. 13. Z npiccrl drop wirer 

There are two types of warp stop motions, viz. mechanical 
and electrical. In both cases a jeeier or drop wire is used for 
each warp end. The ends are drawn through the drop wires 
prior to weaving or they may be placed on the warp yarns on 
the loom. The drop wires (or droppers as they are sometimes 
caIIed) have to be thin, because so many must be fitted 
across the width of the loom. Typical designs are shown in 
Fig. 13.7. The droppers used for both mechanical and 
electrical stop motions are basically similar, but may show 
slight differences. They are either open-ended or closed. The 
open-end dropper can be placed or “pinned” on the yarn 
without threading, but the closed-end droppers are better 
secured to the yarn. 
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OMIT1 
ARITY 

WHEN OSCILLATING 
BAR IS LOCKED P 
BECOUES A PIVOT 
AND S UOVES 

WHEN OSCILLATIIK; 
BAR IS UNLOCKED 
S BECOMES THE 
PIVOT AND P 
MOVES 

OSCILLATING UOTION 
APPLIED HERE 

BROKEN END ALLOWS 
DROP WIRE TO FALL 
BETWEEN SERRATIONS 
AND LOCK THE TWO 
BARS TOGETHER 

I 

TO STOP UOTION 

Fig. 13.8. A tdcd nwr)uieal stop w & n  

The usual mechanical stop motions consist of two serrated 
bars, as shown in Fig. 13.8. One of the bars slides to and fro 
continuously with respect to the other. The droppers are 
held clear of the ~ F S  by the warp yarn. If a warp end breaks, 
the drop wire falls between the serrations and locks the 
two bars together. The movement of the drive is transmitted 
to a knock-ofmotion, i.e. it operates a device which stops the 
loom, usutllly by causing the starting handle to be moved to 
the “off’ position. The principle of using a lightweight 
device to insert a link in a power mechanism to initiate an 
operation requiring considerable force is very common ip 
weaving. 

Electrical warp stop motions, which have been in use for 
many years, are to be found on most modern looms. Two 
bars are used as electrodes connected to a transformer and a 
maggetic knock-of device. When a yarn breaks, the wire 
drops and completes the electrical circuit. The current 
passing through the circuit operates the magnetic knock-off 
device which stops the loom. 
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The loom must stop very quickly before the lay moves 
forward to beat the filling, otherwise thc weaver will have to 
reverse the loom for one complete revolution to remove the 
filling; this is necessary if the repaired warp end is to have the 
correct interlacing. 'I'he elkctiveiiess 01 the braking system 
may bc increased by disconnecting the clutch, so reducing the 
inertia of the systeni which is to be stopped. 

Filling Stop Motions 
Filling stop motions usually have a feeling device in the 
form of ajork. In some cases the fork is placed at the side 
of the reed and clear of the warp (sidejfillingjbrk), and in 
other cases the fork is placed at the center of the warp 
(center j l / ing  fork). The side fork systems feel the filling 
every other pick, whereas center fork systems feel the filling 
every pick. 

LAY MOVEMENT CAUSES 
FILLING TO LIFT FOR 

REED AND SHUTTLE BOX 
OMITTED FOR CL 

HAMMER LEVER 
OPERlTES CONTINUALLY 
ONCE PER TWO PICKS 

LEVER OPERATES "KNOCK OFF" 
MECHANISM O X Y  WHEN FORK 
END F OROPS AND ENGAGES 
HAMMER LEVER 

\LAY MOVEMENT 

Fig. 13.9. Typical side filling fork mechanism 
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A typical filling fork mechanism is shown in Fig. 13.9. 
The forward movement of the reed during beating pushes the 
filling yarn forward. The yarn acts on the fork ( F )  which is 
hinged at the point (H )  causing the bent end to be lifted, 
and this permits the loom to continue running. If the yarn is 
broken or the quili is exhausted, the fork stays with the 
bent end downward and this engages an oscillating hammer 
Zeuer ( A )  which takes the fork lever (B) backwards. The fork 
lever then knocks the loom starting handle to the "off' 
position. The hammer lever gets its movement from a cam 
on the loom camshaft. This motion is robust and simple 
and its only disadvantage is its failure to feel every pick. 
One way of overcoming this is to use two side fork mechan- 
isms, one at each side of the warp. 

CAM CAUSES FORK TO LIFT 
To ALLOW SHUTTLE TO PASS 

IF NO FILLING PRESENT 
DER FORK, LIFT ROD 

LINKAGE TO / 
STOP MOTION 

Fig. 23.10. Center fork atop motion 
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STOP - 

SPRING 

\ 
BINDER SHUTTLE ABOUT TO ENTER BOX 

LLL 

ROD FINGER 

DAGGER 

SPRING BINDER SHUTTLE ABOUT TO ENTER BOX 

S H U T T L E  BOX WALL S H U T T L E  BOX WP 

LOOM 
FRAME 

SHUTTLE ENTERING BOX CAUSES DAGGER 
TO MOVE IN DIRECTION X AS LAY MOVES 
IN DIRECTION Y. AND DAGGER DOES NOT 
ENGAGE FROG 

WILL ENGAGE FROG AND PREVENT A 'SMASH 
IF SHUTTLE FAILS TO ARRIVE, DAGGER 

Fig. 13.11. Worp protector motion. 

The center filling fork stop motion is more complicated 
and difficult to set. Several designs of center fork motions are 
available, but they are all basically the same. A well or 
channel is cut at the center of the raceboard. The fork is 
mounted on a bracket fixed to the front of the lay. Before 
the shuttle passes, the fork is raised clear of the shuttle. 
After the passage of the shuttle, the fork is lowered, and if 
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the filling yarn is present the fork is prevcnted from dropping 
into the well and the loom is permitted to continue running. 
At d certain crank angle the fork must be withdrawn to 
allow the filling to be beaten into the fell of the cloth. 

If no yarn is present, the fork drops quickly and operates 
the movement to stop the loom before the beating action is 
started. This simplifies repair and saves time. Figure 13.10 
shows a typical system; in this case, if the tilling yarn is not 
present, the dropping of the fork operates the knock-off 
device and the loom stops. 

Warp Protector Motion 
This motion is used on all conventional looms to stop the 
loom when the shuttle does not arrive at the shuttle box at 
the proper time. This action protects the warp for, if the 
loom continued to run, the reed would beat against the 
shuttle and cause damage to a large number of warp yarns as 
well as to the reed and shuttle (this is called a sntash). 

Two techniques are used. In the first, the reed can swing 
backwards when it meets a resistance greater than the 
normal reaction of beating-up (such looms are known as 
loose reed loonw). In the second, a mechanisni connected to 
the binders is used to knock off the loom when the shuttle 
fails to arrive at the proper time. The principle of operation 
of such a mechanism is shown in Fig. 13.1 1. When the 
shuttle arrives in the shuttle box, the binders move outwards 
by the impact of the shuttle. The outward movement of 
the binder produces a similar movement in the stop rod 
finger causing the duggcr to be lifted to clear the fi-08, and the 
lay continues to move forward for beat-up. If the shuttle is 
late, the dagger comes in contact with the frog, which is 
moved; the movement is transmitted to the knock-off 
mechanism, which stops the loom. Contact with the frog 
results in a very severe deceleration to the system and the 
parts involved must be extremely rugged. 
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SHUTTLE IN 
SHUTTLE BOX 

MOVEMENT 
OF LAY 

WHEN auiu IS NOT EMPTY, FEELER 
MOVES IN DIRECTION X AND NO 
MOVEMENT IS TRANSMITTED I N  
DIRECTION Y AND THE LOOM 
CONTINUES RUNNING 

SPRING 

WHEN FEELER TOUCHES THE BARE auiu 

IS TRANSMITTED TO au iu  CHANCING 

I T  SLIPS SIDEWAYS TO GIVE MOTION IN 
OlRECTlON X. THE SIDEWAYS MOTION Y 

MECHANISM (OR TO STOP MOTION FOR 
NON-AUTOMATIC LOOMS) 

RESERVE BUNCH 

Fig. 13.12. Mechanical we/i feeler 
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FiUing Transfer Motions 
Automatic filling supply is the principal feature of an 
automatic loom. Two main types of mechanism are used. 
In the first type, the whole shuttle is replaced. In the second 
type (which is now the most common) only the quill or bobbin 
is replaced; the exhausted quill is knocked out and replaced 
by a full one in the very short time that the shuttle is station- 
ary in the shuttle box. Further discussion is limited to the 
bobbin changer type of transfer. 

The mechanism is composed of three components; a 
feeling device, a transfer mechanism with associated linkage 
and a magazine or other quill storage. 

The feeling device can be one of three types; mechanical, 
electrical or photo-electrical. The feeler detects the difference 
between the yarn surface and the base surface of the quill 
tube. It is usual to have a “bunch” of yarn on the quill not 
detected by the feeler and this allows sufficient yarn reserve 
to carry over between detection and transfer. Figure 13.12 
shows the most commonly used mechanical feeler, the 
“Midget” feeler. When the filling yarn on the quill is down to 
the reserue bunch, the feeler blade comes in contact with the 
smooth surface of the quill and slides sideways rather than 
lengthways. This mvement is transmitted to the transfer 
mechanism (this is fixed on the magazine side of the loom 
which is normally remote from the feeler). 

In the case of electrical feeler, when the two probes merely 
touch the yarn, no transfer takes place; when the yarn runs 
down to the reserve bunch, the probes come in contact with 
the metal tube and complete an electric circuit‘. This passes 
current through an electromagnetic relay which initiates the 
quill transfer. 

The photo-electrical feeler consists of a photocell and a 
lamp. The light beam incident on the quill does not pass 
through to the cell until the yarn on the quill is down to the 
reserve bunch. When this happens, the cell induces a voltage 
and current passes through an electric circuit which initiates 
the change. 
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In rhe case of the iiiechankal feeler, a linkage between 
the feeler and tne transfer mechanism is needed to connect 
to the niugcizinc or hartcvy. This linkage usually consists of a 
shaft which rotates through a small angle to transmit the 
initiation of the change to the mechanism. Electrical and 
photo-electrical feelers do not need this type of linkage, since 
the initiation is transmitted by electric circuits. 

The magazine can be of the rotary or the vertical stationary 
types. The first type is the most commonly used on single 
shuttle airtomatic looms, whereas the second type is more 
popular on multi-shuttle automatic looms. The magazine 
is normally mounted on one side of the loom i n  such a 
position as to be above the shuttle box when the lay is a t  
front center. 

SHUTTLE BOX WALL 
OMITTED FOR 

WHEN SHUTTLE IS MISPLACE0 
IN SHUTTLE BOX, PROTECTOR 
FEELER P TAKES UP DOTTED 
POSITION CAUSING LATCH (a) 
TO DROP. NO CHANCE WILL 
THEN TAKE PLACE 

Fig. 13.13. Profcclor feeler for chaiigc nrcchaaism 
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When tlie quill is exhausted, the feeler slips to one side 
and turns the shaft connecting the components of the 
mechanism. When the shuttle reaches the magazine side. a 
protector feeler moves forward to the nioutli of the shuttle 
box. If the shuttle is not properly positioned, the protector is 
knocked away by the shuttle and the loom continues running  
without filling transfer. On the next pick the same proccdure 
takes place, and if the shuttle is not properly positioned the 
same happens unt i l  the yarn is completely exhausted and 
the loom is stopped. If the shuttle is in the proper position, 
which is normally the case, the tru17.@1* l r t d i  ( ( 4 )  (Fig. 13.13) 
is then lifted and locked with the transfer hammer. As the 
lay moves forward to beat the filling, the hirrtfiv (h) engages 
the latch (a), turns the hammer about its fulcrum and presses 
a quill into the shuttle, pushing the empty quill out through 
the bottom of the shuttle. The backward movement of the 
lay returns all the parts to their normal position and this causes 
the magazine to rotate through an anglejust enough to posit ion 
a new quill under the hammer. 

The movement of the shuttle from the magazine side 
partly threads tlie yarn, the threading being completed when 
the shuttle is picked from the other side. The end of the 
yarn from the old quill is cut by a cutter fixed at the temple 
and the end from the new q u i l l  is cut by the shuttle eye 
cutter. 

In multi-shuttle looms, several shuttles are used, either 
for mixing of filling yarns to prevent barre or for the use of 
color. In the first case, where a 2 x I ho.v mofion is used to 
insert two picks from each shuttle; a rotary magazine is 
normally used. When color is introduced, n rotary multi- 
color magazine can be used, but it is preferable to use a 
stationary magazine. Every color of filling is stacked 
separately. as shown in Fig. 13.14. There are many designs 
for the filling transfer on multi-color niagazines. 

The main difference between multi- and single-color 
magazines is that a color selecting device, working in 
connection with the box motion, is used. Also provision is 
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EMPTY a u u  EJECTED 
BY IHCOHINC FULL ONE 

Fig. 13.14. U quill maga:ine 

made to store the signal for transfer, if box changicg takes 
place hcforc tlie sliuttlc which lias tlic cnipty quill is pickcd 
to the mapzinc side. I n  this case, the indication of the need 
for transfer is made by a feeler fixed at the tilagmine side. 

I n  a weaving mill. thc supply of quills to the niapzine is 
normally done nia~itiiilly. t h i s  task involves thc employment 
of labor to move tlie quills from winding rooins to the 
loom and keep stippl).ing bobbins to niagazitxs. This is a 
costly process, and it also makcs the niixing of quills 1111- 

avoidable. Two systems c bccn dcwlopcd to minimize 
the labor cost and prevent mixing of quills. The bobbiit 
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QUILL METERING DEVICE (NOT SHOWN) 

CHUTE FOR FULL QUILLS 

MHER MECHANISM 

SHUTTLE IN SHUTTLE BOX 

CHUTE FOR EMPTY a u u s  

DRIVE SHAFT FOR HAMMER MECHANISM 

CONTAINER FOR EMPTY QUILLS 

V 

Fig. 13.15. Simplified hhhin loader spiem. (End finder, cutters 
utid wuste systems omitkd for clurity) 

louder uses containcrs to hold up to about 100 quills cach 
and thcsc are stacked diiring windiii~. Two containers are 
placed on the loom to act as magaziiics; one of thcsc is active 
and the other is a rescrve. WIien the first is exhausted. the 
second takcs its place and :I new full container is placed in 
position (SCC Fig. 13.15). 
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The second system which uses a winder at the loom, is 
known as the Un$l. In this case the filling yarn is supplied 
to the loom in the form of a large cone. The partly empty 
*bobbins are stripped aiid returned to the winding position 
by a conveyor belt. as shown in Fig. 13.16. This system is 
advantageous in preventing barri caused by the mixing of 
quills, especially with filaincnt yarns. Also, the system 
eliminates the need for qui l l  winding machines and saves 
labor cost in transporting and supplying magazines. The 
use of Unifil also saves capital cost on quills since the number 

PLACE IN c-3 
SHUTTLE 

TRANSPORT STRIPPED 
QUILLS TO WINDER 

Fig. 13.16. Flow cycle for Uni/l 
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of quills used is very much reduced. Unifil has a definite 
economic advantage in the case of coarse filling, because 
the rate of consuming quills is very high. On the other hand, 
it may not prove to be economical in the case of fine filling; 
the cost of the unit is considerable and it lies idle for a 
large proportion of the working time because the frequency 
of change of the quills i s  reduced. In many cases a coniprom- 
ise between cost and other advantages has to be made. The 
system is limited to single filling yarn color. 

Multi-ubuttle Looms 
In the production of solid color fabrics, a single shuttle 
loom is normally used with one shuttle box on either side of 
the loom. With some fabrics, especially when filament yarn 
is used in the filling, two shuttles are used for the mixing of 
filling to prevent barrk defects. I n  this case the loom must 
have at feast two shuttle boxes on one side. If there is one 
box on the other side, the loom is usually denoted as a 
2 x 1 loom. In this case every shuttle is used alternately 
for two picks. 

If two or more colors are used in the filling, an equivalent 
number of shuttles niust be used to give a series of looms 
with the appropriate number of shuttle boxes on one side. 
These are known as 2 x I ,  4 x 1 ,  etc., looms. If multi- 
shuttle boxes are uscd 011 one side only, tlic maximum number 
of colors used is equal to the numbcr of boxcs on that side. 
In this case, the number of picks inserted from any color 
must be an even number, sihce the shuttle must be brought 
back to its box before any box changing can take place. 

It is possible to have several shuttle boxes on each side of 
the loom and such loonis are denoted as 4 x 4, 2 x 2, and 
4 x 2 looms. They arc somctimes used to permit the use of 
more colors and odd numbers of picks from each color; 
they are known as pick-at-will or pick-uiicl-pick looms. The 
maximum number of colors used is equal to thc number of 
boxes of the loom minus one. 
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PUTTLE C 

PUTTLE 

Fig. I3J7. Four-box motion in each of its psit;ons 

The most common mechanism used is the 4 x 1 box 
motion. This mechanism uses two levers to produce a 
conipound movement at the box rod. This movement 
depends on which lever is moving and about which fiilcrum 
the levers are moving. Lever 2 (Fig. 13.17) nioves about the 
fixed fulcrum to move fulcrum f l  on lever I .  The levers are 
usually moved by means of cams' which are gear driven from 
the loom camshaft. When movement is required. clutches are 
engaged to cause the appropriate can1 (or cams) to rotate 
sufficiently to cause the lever system to take up one of the 
configurations shown in Fig. 13.17 according to the demands 
of the pattern. 

The control for selecting any particular box is initiated 
by a pattern chain whjch contains movable protuberances 
called risers and other links without protuberances called 
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sinkers. A normal bos chain has two rows, side by side, in 
which these risers can be fitted. There are four combinations 
in which the risers can be installed and these are translated 
into the appropriate fever settings by using a system of feelers 
and linkages. The combinations are: 

Row 1 Row2 
Combination I R S 
Combination 2 R R 
Combination 3 S R 
Combination 4 S S 

where R = riser and S = sinker. 
To prevent these chains becoming unduly long where many 

picks are required in sequence from a single bobbin, it is 
usual to use multiplier chains. Consider first a single 
multiplier chain with one row of sinkers and risers similar 
to those used in a box chain. If there are x risers in suc- 
cession on the multiplier chain, then the box chain is held 
stationary until these have passed (during which time 2x 
picks have been inserted). When the next sinker in the 
multiplier chain arrives, the box chain continues until it is 
again interrupted by a riser in the multiplier chain. It is 
usual to have two chains in the multiplier system which 
can be used in combination and this gives a range of 
multiplying possibilities. The two multiplier chains are 
both driven together (the pattern chains being stopped). 
One multiplier chain consists of all risers except one and 
the other chain consists of all sinkers except one. The 
pattern chains are only started when the odd riser in the 
one multiplier chain coincides with the odd sinker in the 
other. The multiplier chains are then stopped until a signal 
from the pattern chain causes the multiplier chains to 
restart and the pattern chains to stop. 

If the multiplier chains each have different numbers of 
links, then they behave as a single long chain of 
(N, x N,)/H.C.F. as shown on page 262. 

(N.B.: H.C.F. = highest common factor). 
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If chain no. 1 moves through z revolutions, and it 
contains N1 links, then zN, pass during this time. If chain 
no. 2 contains N2 links, then it moves zN, /N2 revolutions. 
Assuming that N, = an, and that N2 = an2, then 

chain no. 2 moves through - - - - revolutions. z a n  z n ,  
a n2 n2 

For proper registration, the odd riser has to coincide with 
the odd sinker, and starting from a proper registration, it is 
necessary for chain no. 2 to move a whole number of 
revolutions before registration can occur again. In other 
words, zn, In2’ must be a whole number. If n, and n2 are 
prime numbers, then the requirement can only be met 
when z = n2.  In this case, z N1 links pass but z = n2 = N2 /a 
and therefore a repeat occurs after every (NA N2 /a) links 
pass. (Note: a is the H.C.F.). During the time these links 
pass, twice this number of picks are inserted. It is quite 
normal for the pattern lengths to be measured in picksmd 
in this case the repeat is given by [(M,M2)/aI where M1 
and M2 are the number of picks in each chain. The arrange- 
ment of colors in the shuttleboxes must satisfy two 
conditions; fustly, the color which appears most often 
should be placed in the top box, and secondly, skipping 
from box 1 to box 4 should be avoided because this puts 
more strain on the mechanism. 

With all box motions, a safety device must be incorporated 
to prevent breakage of parts should the boxes jam. A glue-wuy 
is normally built into the mechanism to allow relative 
movement between the parts in an emergency; this prevents 
further movement until the fault has been rectified. 
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14 
POWER, ENERGY AND VIBRATION 

Key words : Alacrity, atnplitude, back rest, beat efect, 
bottom shaft, bufer, capacitor, centroid, clutch, crank, 
damping, damping cocficient, damping pad, dynamic equival- 
ence, dynariiic niagriijer, dwell, elasticity, electrical slip, 
equilibriuni position, excited, fell, f7”wheeI, forcing frequency, 
four bar chain, hariiionic, induciion motor, lay, lint, mass- 
elastic system, (mass) nioriient of inertia, natural frequency, 
ofset, picker, power factor, radius of gyration. reed, resonance, 
rocking shaft, sliuttlebox, simple Itarnionic motion, stiffness, 
stru.cture-borne vibration, sword, syiichronous speed, time 
constant, torque, torsion, cibration. 

The Loom as an Integrated Mechanism 
The functions of a loom are interconnected and inter- 
related. Action at one plact produces reactions elsewhere. 
These actions and reactions are correlated in thc first par! of 
this chapter. 

Speed Vadahons 
In a loom, it is necessary to use a great deal of reciprocating 
motion of heavy parts and these motions can involve 
considerable impulsive loading. Thus it is-desirable to make 
the rotational parts heavy (to act as flywheels) and the 
reaprocating parts light. If the rotational parts are made too 
heavy, the loom will be slow to start and this is likely to 
cause cloth faults. These faults arise because the first few 
picks are not beaten and shedded in quite the same way as the 
rest. One solution to the problem is to insert a clutch between 
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the loom and the drive. Tlie motor may liave a considerable 
flywheel attached to it because it does not matter niiich if the 
motor is slow in starting if it is not connected to the loom. 
Connecting the loom to a relatively massive motor/flywheel 
assembly causes the motor to slow down only slightly and 
the loom to come up to speed very rapidly. Tlie situation is 
rather like the collision between two bodies as described i n  
the section on checking in Chapter 1 1  ; instead of linear 
motion, the present case has rotary motion. The heavier 
the flywheel (strictly, the greater the ~iionietit of iiio'tiu) the 
more quickly will the loom be brought up to speed but also 
the greater will be the load on the clutch. The clutch limits 
the extent to which this can be carried, and the loom dictates 
how far it is desirable. A heavy duty loom requires more 
stabilization than a light silk loom. 

Cyclic variations in loom speed are caused mostly by the 
reciprocating motions. Shedding has some effect and picking 
induces a sharp pulse once per pick, but the most important 
effect of all arises from the kuy movement. The lay and all its 

E REPRESENTEO 

PROOUCES A TORaUE = (Frec 01 (00 
THIS TORQUE ACTS ABOUT 0 
00 = r Sin i0+@)  

P; 
Fig, 14.1. Schematic diagram of crankllay sysrem 
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Fig, 14.2. Theoretical torque characteristic of lay hive mechanirm. 
N.B. &ariugfiiction and windage ignored 

associated parts may be regarded as a single large mass 
acting at the med This mass ( M )  is subject to the acceleration 
described by equation I 1.6, i.e., 

The force generated by this acceleration (F)'= M X J  As 
shown in Fig. 14.1, the torque needed at the crankshaft to 
produce this force (7') = F'x r x sin (13 + +). The angle 4 
is small compared to 0; therefore, an approxirnatc expression 
for the torque is as follows: 

T = Fr sin 6 

= Mfr sin 8 
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r T = MoJ2r2 sin 8 

I - MU2r2 (sin 26, + !. (sin 30 + sin 0 )  2 1 

It will be noticed that the torque required is proportional to 
the equivalent mass of the lay and the square of the loom 
speed and crank radius. This means that the peak torque 
(which determines the motor size) depends on these para- 
meters. A graph of eqn. 14.2 is given in Fig. 14.2. It will be 
seen that the torque required to drive the lay oscillates and is 
sometimes negative; this means that the lay might sometimes 
drive the motor by virtue of its own inertia. There is a strong 
double angle component (sin 24) which is referred to later. 

When it is realized that the mass M may be as much as 
200 kg (400 Ib) and the maximum acceleration may be up 
to about 3 g, it will be seen that the force transmitted by 

M O M E N T  OF INERTIA = I TOTAL i.(ASS'= M, t M,- Mt 
MOMENT OF INERTIA - Mtab = Mtk2 

Fig. 14.3. Dynumic equivalenls 
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the connecting rods could be up to 600 kg (i.e. roughly 
?4 ton). This emphasizes the importance of the lay mass. 

I n  reality, the mass M is not a single mass concentrated 
at a point, but is distributed over the lay, swurdand associated 
parts. The concept is, however, very useful (providing the 
nature of the simplification is fiilly realized). A complex 
component such as the lay assembly can be represented by 
the theoretical model shown in Fig. 14.3. To be d'numicuh'y 
equiralent, the following criteria have to be satisfied. 

(a) The total mass of each must be the same. 
(b) The first moment about a given external point must be 

(c) The second moment about a given external point must 
the same for each. 

be the same for each. 

In symbols, M1 + Ma = MI, M,a = Mob, 

and 

(where k is known as the radius ofgyrution and I is known as 
the moment of inertia). The latter is a measure of the diffi- 
culty of imposing an angular acceleration to the assembly; 
it is roughly comparable to mass in the case of straight line 
movement. If the axis of swing is changed, so is the moment 
of inertia; therfore, the value of I only has meaning when 
the axis is defined; in this case, I is referred to its centroid. 

The above conditions can only be met when k2 = ah. For 
our purposes. we require only oiie mass in operation and this 
can be achieved by putting the otlicr' one at the pivot point. 
In this way the effective mass M1 is situated at distance 
(a + b )  from the pivot and the centroid at distance 6,  
Under these circumstances, 

M,a2 + M262 = Mlk2 

(14.3) 

If the centroid of the assembly is near the lay. M, will be little 
different from M t  (which is the actual mass of thc assembly). 
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On the other hand, if the mass is concentratcd nearer thc 
pivot, it has much less effect. Thus there is every incentive 
to reduce the mass of those parts which are remote from the 
pivot axis (rocking shafr axis). Consequently, care must be 
taken to keep the masses of the lay, s/iutrlcbosc.s and other 

Fig. 14.4. Four bar chain with ofset representing a lay mecharism 

items at a similar radius, to a minimum. This is one reason 
why the lay is usually made of wood, which is light and can 
provide good stiffness without undue weight. It also provides 
a good running surface for the shuttle. I t  is apparent that the 
use of multi-shuttle boxes can be a disadvantage in this 
respect. With shuttlclcss looms, it is possible to make the 
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whole mechanism lighter with the resiilt that higher speeds 
can be used. 

In the foregoing analysis, it was assiriiied for simplicity 
that the lay movcs in  a straight line. I n  actual fact the 
mechanism is really afi,ur bar chain, as shown in Fig. 14.4, 
but because of the radius of the sword, straight line motion is 
a very good approximation. Furthermore, the line of 
movement of the lay does not have to pass through the 
c-nter of the crank. A n  offief tends to distort the displace- 
ment curve and to produce a more pronounced di td l  and, 
therefore, it is often used to enable the shuttle to traverse 
the loom without interference, It can be shown that the 
following equation holds approximately when p / l  is small, 
i.e. when the offset is small. 

Acceleration = d2s/dt2 = d r ,  cos 8 + - cos 28) (14.4) 
I cos + 

The symbols are defincd in Fig. 14.4. Equation (14.4) may 
be compared to eqn. (14.1). It will be seen that the double 
angle component is still present. Since an increase in offset 
causes an increase in the mean value of 4, then it will further 
be seen that the offset tends to increase the double angle effect 
and thereby make the dwell more pronounced. 

Power 
An electric motor cannot deliver a varyiirg torque without 
speed variation and a normal relationship is as indicated 
in Fig. 14.5. A motor is not 100 per cent efficient and some 
energy is dissipated; this energy appears as heat and is a 
function of the electrical dip. An induction motor, such as is 
used on a normal loom, works at a speed lower than the 
synchronous speed set by the a.c. electrical supply. The 
difference between the synchronous and actual speeds 
expressed as a proportion of the synchronous speed is called 
electrical slip. As the slip in such a motor is increased, the 
amount of heat generated in the motor increases; thus, 
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Fig. 11.11. Characteristic curves for a typicdl loom motor 

running at  high slip leads to overheating and an inefficiency 
unless the inotor is specially designed. For electrical reasons, 
it is required that the motor should be kept below syn- 
chronous speed; therefore, where there are large swings 
in speed (as there are in a loom). the average slip has to be 
rather large. Hence it is necessary to use specially designed 
motors to drive a loom. Another reason for requiring special 
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motors is that the lint from weaving is very easily ignited and 
the motors should be flameproof to prevent fires. 

Since the swings in speed are a function of the inertias 
involved, a flywheel will lessen them; in extreme cases, 
however, it is desirable to use a special motor to meet the 
situation. This might have some advantage in that a smaller 
slip would be needed and the efficiency of the motor could 
be increased. 

The loom motor works at a higher electrical slip than 
most other motors and this causes the power factor to be poor. 
The power factor is the ratio of power (in watts) to the 
mathematical product (volts x amps). It represents a sort of 
efficiency to the supplier of the electricity and, generally, a 
cost penalty is imposed for operating at a poor power factor. 
It is usually worthwhile to apply correction and this is most 
often done by iiistailing electrical t'upc*itors in parallel with 
sets of motors. 

PICKING F9OM PICKING FROM 
BATTERY SIDE 

0 90 180 270 360 
0 90 120 270 360 

CRANK ANGLE IN DEGREES 

Fig. 14.6. The power und speed charactcristics of a typical loom. Adapted from 
u P h J .  tliesis by M.1i.M. hloliunted, University of Muiichcrrcr, I9@ 
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PICKING FROM PICKING FROM 

LAY 

z 

0 90 180 270 360 
0 90 180 270 560 

CRANK ANGLE IN DECREES 

Fig. 14.7. Component power requirements. Adapted from a Ph.D. ihe& bv 
M.H.M. Mohamd, University of Manchestgr, 1965 

The demands on the motor vary cyclically, as has been 
explained, and this results in a variation in power as indicated 
m Fig. 14.6. The motor, power lines, and switch gear must 
be able to cope with the peak currents rather than the 
average; also, a poor power factor yields greater current for 
a given power and thus all the electrical components have to 
be oversize by normal standards. 
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The power needs vary from instant to instant. Power and 
speed are related, as can be seen from Fig. 14.6. When the 
speed rises, thc power absorbed declines; when the power 
demand rises, the speed drops. Referring to Fig. 14.2, it will 
be noticed that there is a strong similarity between the 
theoretical torque and the actual power demand; the double 
angle component is particularly noticeable, which indicates 
the importance of the lay mass. 

In the past, attempts have been made to assess thc power 
needed for each of the constituent mechanisms of the loom, 
but because of the interactions, it is not possible to determine 
these by progressive disconnection of various components 
without loss in accuracy. Unfortiinately, it is difficult to 
measure tlie component behavior in any other way. The 
results by such disconnections and by difference between 
components have been used to obtain the curves given in 
Fig. 14.7. These should only be regarded as approximate; 
some other data are given in Table 14.1. I f  the component 
curves were added together. they would not produce the 
curve for the loom running with iill components in use. This 
is because the behavior of both the motor  and the looni 
depcnds tipon the speed at the pi1rticUl:ir moment. a s  well as 
the accelerations developed by tlie otlicr components. As 
can be seen from Fig. 14.6. picking hiis an ell'ect on the 
battery side which is ditrerent from that on the other side. 
This is piirtly explained by thc f'act that the speed at the 
instant of picking is dilferrnt in the two cases. The results 
referred to in this section apply to a Picanol President loom 
of 2.1 m (85 inch) width and are, therefore, particular in 
nature, but the pattern is somewhat similar to that found 
in other looms and may be taken as being reasonably 
typical of most. 

Examining tlic component curves in niore detail, it will 
be observed thiit the erect of beiititi? iilld lay movement are 
the most important as fiir as powcr is concerned. The strong 
double angle cffect arising from the sin 26 term given in 
eqn. (14.2) is clearly evidcnt. Thc dcfcwmation of the curve 
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arising from bcat-up ciin bc dctcclcd. but to emphnsi~t thc 
point another set ofcurves (Fig. 14.8) is also given.. It becomes 
increasingly difficult to beat up as the filling is forced iiito 
the fell of the cloth; also, a larger diameter filling (i.e. a 
coarser count) tends to  make beating more difficult. This 
is also seen in Fig. 14.8; in one case, weaving was fairly 
normal and in the other a bumping condition existed. 

(Feeler side1 

2 

z 
a 
Y 

a. 
I- 3 a. 
Z 1  
d 

E r 

0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 520 560 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 560 
CRANK ANGLE, Degrees 

F?g. 14.8. The eflect offilling count on power characteristic. Adapted 

Mandester, I965 
fiom a Ph.D. thesis by M.H.M. Mohamed, University of 

The power curve related to shedding is given i n  Fig. 14.7 
and the peaky nature of the curve will be noted. This is 
because the cam profiles are shaped to give a rapid shed 
change once the shuttle has passed across the warp shed. 
The amplifude and shape of the power curve relating to this 
component are a function of the loom speed and the shape 
of the cam used for shedding. 
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Figure 14.7 shows the power required for picking. AS 
explained earlier, picking needs only a short pulse of energy 
which might last only about 25 crankshaft degrees. In fact 
the sudden and rather large demand for energy causes the 
loom speed to drop and the character of the loom in com- 
bination with the motor determines how long it will take for 
the system to recover. In the case shown, the recovery takes 
almost 360"; if it had taken longer there would have been 
interference between one pick and the next (which could 
have led to instability). Any attempt to overspeed a loom can 
kad to this sort of difficulty, as can a large change in inertia. 

The power required for picking is proportional to the 
cube of speed. If the shuttle velocity is taken to be propor- 
tional to the loom speed, then the kinetic energy required 
per pick is proportional to (loom speed)2. The rate of using 
energy (i.e. the power) is proportional to (loom speed)l 
x (picks/minute) which in turn is proportional to (loom 
~peed)~ .  The bearing friction and windage losses increase as 
the square of the loom speed; thus the totai power require- 
ment of a loom is roughly proportional to (loom speed)', 
where z is between 2 and 3. The heavier the shuttle, and the 
more massive the loom, the nearer is the index z to 3.0. Con- 
versely, by reducing the masses involved, it is possible to re- 
duce the power required for a given loom speed and this can 
be translated in terms of cost. 

Vibration (A Review of Theory) 
Vibration occurs in a variety of ways (see Fig. 14.9). Longi- 
tudinal vibration is unimportant as far as this discussion is 
concerned and will be ignored. 

Let the actual mass of the vibrating element be typified 
by an equivalent mass ( M )  situated at the points shown in the 
diagram. Let the stiffness of the system be defined as the 
force or torque needed to move that point by one unit. 
These parameters determine the iiatirral frequency of the 
system and the system will tend to vibrate'at that frequency 
if suitably excited. 
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LONG1 TUOINAL L A T E R A L  

T 
TORSIONAL 

Fig. 14.9. Some Jorins OJ vibration 

Consider tlic casc of lateral deflection. Let 

M = the equivalent mass (not \vci?ht). 
s = s/ifliics.r of the vibrating nienibcr in the direction of 

= force rcqiiircd to proditce irnit displacement in the 

ti = natiiral frequency of vibration i n  cycle/second 

s = displaccincnt of tlie nim from its cqtiilibrium posi- 

3 = acceleration of the mass. 

movement. 

direction of movement. 

(Hertz). 

tion, 

When the mass M is displaced from its qpi l ih i iwi  paririoti by 
a distance I-, thc forcc ncedcd to do this is .Y x .Y and the 
elnniciry of thc system tends to cause the niass t o  be returned 
to its original position. If thc mcmbcr is vibrating, this is 
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still true and at the instant the mass is at distance x from the 
equilibrium point, there us a force equal to sx acting. This 
force can also be expressed in terms of the acceleration, i.e. 
force = -Ma. Hence 

5 =- -  = constant acceteration 
dispfacement M 

This is simple harniortic ntotiort and an exact mathematical 
solution to this arises when 

dispfacement = x = A sin wt (14.5) 

where A = amplitude, 
u) = 2nn, 
t = time in seconds. 

d ?Y 

dta acceleration = - = - A d  sin cur = a 

therefore 

and 

or 

a - r -01 
X 

S 
0 2  = - M - 

n = - J +  1 
2n 

(14.6) 

In the torsional case, a very similar situation exists; if M 
is replaced by the iiiclss rnonicwt of iticwin ( I )  and the stiffness 
by the torsional stiffness (q): 

torsional acceleration 
torsional displacement I = -9 = constant 

and 
- 

n = -J74 1 
2n (14.7) 

In the case of eqn. (14.6), s and M must be expressed in 
consistent units. For instance, mass M can be expressed as 
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W =-  weight 
gravitational acceleration g 

if Wis in pounds and g = 32 ft/sec2, then s milst beexpressed 
in lb/ft to give the natural frequency in Hertz (cycles/sec). 
In the metric system the mass is expressed in grams or 
millinewtons (mN), but the stiffness S must be expressed 
in gf/cm or mN/m (where gf and mN are measurements 
of force). 

Similarly in eqn. (14.7) q and I must be in consistent 
units. (Z is the mass moment of inertia and Z = Mk’) 
The mass moment of inertia ( I )  IS 

where k is the radius of gyration measured in meters or 
ft [Note: in the latter case I has the units lb ft sec’]. 
In the SZ system of measurements (metric), the torsional 
stiffness may be expressed in mN m/radian but in the 
Imperial system one would use lb ft/radian and in either 
case the natural frequency is expressed in Hertz (cycles/ 
sec). 

The value of I depends not only upon the mass, but also 
upon the position of the mass with respect to the axis of 
rotation. If the mass is concentrated in a rim, we have a 
very effective flywheel; the greater the radius of the rim, the 
more effective it is and, with a given torsional stifhess of 
spring, the lower will be its natural frequency. 

In any machine, there are successive disturbances which 
occur at regular intervals. Each of these distiirbanccs can set 
up one or more vibrations which continue after succeeding 
disturbances arrive and pass. The later disturbances might 
augment the previous ones or not if they do on a regular 
basis, the vibration might build up to dangerous proportions. 
In  other words, when the ,/urci/ig and natiiral frequencies 
coincide, the system resoiiafrs and the condition is known as 
resonuuci’. The consequences of this arc widesprcad and it is 
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necessary to discuss it in more detail before discussing the 
part it plays in a loom. 

A vibrating mass will not continue to vibrate for ever; 
the rapidity with which the amplitude declines depends on 
the nature of the material. Some materials absorb sub- 
stantial amounts of irrecoverable energy when deformedl 
(which appears as heat) and such materials do not vibrate. 
readily. Other materials absorb little energy in this way and 
these mmteriak resoriate easily. Examples of the two classes 
are cast iron and spring steel, respectively. This is one good 
reason why a loom frame is made of cast iron, i.e. because 
the iron damps the vibrations. 

Under conditions of dumpi/ig, the equation of motion is 
modified to 

(14.8) 

where A = amplitude, 

s = Ae- '1' cos iirt 

e = 2.718, 
t = time in seconds, 
T = time constant, 

b = damping coefficient, 
= 2M/b ,  

= damping forcelunit velocity, 

The tirrie constunt ( 7 )  expresscs the decay characteristic of the 
vibration in much the same way as the half life expresses the 
decay of a radioactive source. I t  is a'fiinction of the damping 
coefficient ( b ) .  A further point to note is that the frequency of 
vibration ( i n )  is a little less than the natural frequency (0) 

described earlier; in  other words, damping reduces the 
amplitude of vibration and stightly afTects the frequency too. 
These facts are important i n  resonant systems because the 
amount by which the amplitude decays between one pulse 
and the next determines how much the resonance can build 
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up. With littlc dccay, it caii build up to destructivc propor- 
tions. 

If a force of Fcos cuff is applied to tlic systcni. iliis will be 
balanced by the inertia, damping and elastic forces in the 
material. In symbols, 

An approximate solution to this diffcrential equation is 

.T = c c o s  (W,t - p) (14.9) 

where f l  is a phase angle which need not concern us here: 
suffice it to say that since cos (*I - i;) can never excced 
f 1.0, then the niaxiiniim value of .I’ is C. I t  can be shown that 

(14.10) 

where A = the deflection the part suffers due to its own weight 

1 2 (3 = ( 1  - (@,/u)2)2 + ((h/M)(%/w,)2 

under static conditions, 
CIA = the a)*naniic riiagii$ier. 

When the forcing frequency (q) is the same as thc natural 
frequency (w),  

(C/SIr  = M/d (14.1 1) 

where the suffix r refers to resonance. 
Thus if there were no damping. the dynamic magnifier 

would be infinite. which is clearly impossible. The physical 
reason for this is that all materials damp to some extent, 
no matter how small. However. the dynamic magnifier can 
be very large indeed and. when it is, the structure can vibrate 
very violently at resonance, even to the extent of self destruc- 
tion. 

In a very complex vibrational system such as a loom, each 
of the many componentspossesses a set of natural frequencies. 
Each of the motions produces a whole series of frequencies and 
their harnioriics. Those natural frequewres which correspond 
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with a forcing frequency or their harmonics will be accentu- 
ated; this is rather like a panel in a car which vibrates only at 
a given speed. Therefore, the structure has to be considered 
as well as the sources of vibration. 

LONGITUOINAL VIBRATIONS 
(UP AND DOVN) 

LATERAL VIBRATION 

LATERAL VIBRATION 

M O D E S  OF V I B R A T I O N  OF A P I C K I N G  STICK 

AN EXAMPLE OF now 
ECCENTRIC LOAD CAN 
CAUSE. TORSIONAL 
VIBRATION 

EXAMPLE OF HOW 
PICKING AM0 
CHECKING CAUSE 
LATERAL VIBRATION! 

STICK CHECK SHUTTLE CHECK 

P I C K I N G  STICK D E F L E C T I O N S  

Fig. 14.10 
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Vibration (Practical Aspects) 
T!ie picking of the shuttle creates a very sharp pulse which 
occurs at regular intervals and thcsc triggcr a whole spectrum 
of vibrations throughout the loom. The picking action of a 
normal shuttle loom depcnds upon thc dcllcctioii of thc 
picking stick, and thc ultrcriry of thc zystcm is vcry important. 
This is only another way of saying that the picking system is 
a vibratory system which can bc explained by eqn. (14.9). 
As was stated in Cliapter I I ,  the natural frequency of the 
system is extremely important to the proper working of the 
loom. Looking deeper into the subject as we are now able to 
do, it will become apparent that the damping character of 
the material of the system is also important. I f  the picking 
stick were to have a very high damping coeflicient, it would 
not work properly; if it were to have too low a damping 
coefficient it might continue to vibrate during the next pick 
and cause difficulty. It is necessary to use some material 
such as wood (preferably laminated) which has good elastic 
properties and a suitable damping characteristic. 

A picking stick can vibrate in a variety of ways (see Fig. 
14.10). For example, if the picker is not set correctly, both 
picking and checking will, induce torsional and lateral 
vibrations which might carry over from one pick to another. 
The buffer used to check the stick after picking can cause 
similar effects. An adverse attitude of the picker when it 
starts to accelerate the shuttle can cause the shuttle to be 
deflected from its proper path. This can create difficulties as 
the shuttle enters the shuttle box on the other side. An 
incorrect entry can impose very high stresses on the shuttle; 
it can cause vibrations of the quill within the shuttle which 
can lead to faulty unwinding at a later stage. The entry of 
the shuttle also affects the way it is checked and this in turn 
affects the following pick. The irregularity of picking caused 
by such disturbances tends to be cyclic over several picks 
and although the mechanisms are complex, it still remains a 
fact that this is another sort of instability related to resonance. 



Not only is the picking stick excited, but so are other 
elements in the system; for example, the bottom shaft can be 
set into violent torsional and flexural vibrations (Fig. 14.1 1) 
each of which have their own set of natural frequencies. To 
simplify matters, consider only one of these, say the torsional 
case. The system (which is usually poorly damped) vibrates at 
its natural frequency because of the blow it received from a 
given pick, but the frequency of exciting disturbances is 
related to the loom speed (which varies somewhat from pick 
to pick) and not to the natural frequency. Consequently, 
there is a random beat efect where the excitation sometimes 
augments the vibration and sometimes opposes it. This 
sort of thing seriously affects the stability of the running 
loom; sometimes there are strong picks and sometimes there 
are weak ones. Usually the strong picks are late and the 

(a 

NO TORSIOM DEFLECTION 

PlCKlffi LINKAGE 

L E  BOTTOM SHAFT 

TORSIONAL DEFLECTION e OF FLEXIBLE SHAFT 
CAUSES FOLLOWER TO MOVE DISTANCE ~t 
DUE TO MOVEMENT OF CAM A WITH RESPECT TO 
DRIVE. 
CAM B MOVES VERY LITTLE WITH RESPECT 
TO DRIVE. 

Fig. 14.11. Effect of borrom shofi ribrarionr 
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( a )  
CRANKSHAFT 
/ 

INTENDED POSITION 

CONNECTING 

Vl8RATlON EXAGGERATED 
FOR CLARITY 

Pig. 14.12. Erects of’ vibrurion of’crurkshufi urid IUJ 

weak picks are early; this is because the vibration causes the 
cam to be displaced from its nominal position and it is this 
displacement that produces the extra energy (or the lack of 
it) to give the stronger (or weaker) pick. This leads to a 
most undesirable variation in speed and performance which 
tends to depress the acceptable running  speed of the loom 
and thereby reduce its effectiveness. 

When there is a strong pick, the motor slows down more 
than when there is a weak one; the loom also takes longer 
to recover from the strong pick. Thus these variations also 
affect the other motions; for example, a strong pick can be 
followed by a weak beat-up. I f  this is marked. the cni‘ct will 
show in the fabric and this is of some iiiiportnncc. 

The lay bcuts u p  the filling and. in so doin;. it sulTcrs 
considerable force. To keep thc fell of ilic cloth h l r - a i $ i t .  thc 
lay has to be rigid so that it docs not dcllcct uiidul!,. TI1ci.c is 
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a150 another reason. ‘Thc sort of shocks already discussed 
Codd produce a vibration in tlic lay. its shown i n  Fig. 14.12, 
and this would not be relatcd to the loom motion. The 
vibrating lay could beat onc part of ii lilling strongly and 
another not so strongly. At tlic next pick. thc position could 
be reversed or thcrc could bc sonic othcr moix complicated 
pattern of beating over the i trc;~ of the cloth. Thus the lay 
should vibratc little, and onc wily to cnstire this is to niake it 
SO stiff that its IlntLIriII frequency is vcry hi$. in which case it 
is unlikely to \)ibriitc strongly becnusc all niatcrials damp 
more readily at high fi-cyucncics. 

tn a niiilti-shiittlC loom, tlic lily has Ilcavy shuttle boxes 
at each end with considerable overlung in  respcct to the 
connecting rod pivots. This could lead to a licavy -low- 
frequency vibration in thc lay which would be very difficult 
to suppress. One solution to this is to use auxiliary cranks 
and connecting rods to support the extra masses during 

FOR CHANGES 
IN WARP PATH 
DURING SHEDDING L 

TENSIONS 
4 

IDEAL CASE BACK REST IN VIBRATION 

TL-. Tc = TI 7: # 1; # T i  
i.g. WARP TENSIONS SIMILAR 
ACROSS WIDTH AN0 POSITION eg. Tc VARIES BETWEEN 

WARP TENSIONS VARY WITH TIME 

1: AND 1; AS BACK REST VIBRATES 

Fig. 24.13. Eflecf ojback retf vibration 
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beating. If  the crankshaft is set into vibration, by whatever 
means, this too can affcct the beating. If one crank is in 
advance of the other (or others) the reed will be skewed (or 
bent) as indicated in Fig. 14.12 and this will give the beating 
irregularities previously described. Also, where a four crank 
loom is concerned, the vibration of the crankshaft can cause 
bearing trouble because of maldistribution of load and 
temporary bearing misalignment. A similar and more 
serious effect can bc. met with the bottom shaft; here, the 
bending and torsion is oftcn quite violent and it has been 
known for shafts to be broken cven tliou$i they may bc 
solid steel bars of perhaps 5 cm (2 inch) diameter. Even if 
the difficulties mentioned do not result in immediate 
failure, there is always the possibility of an accelerated 
wear rate of the bearings. 

The back rcst i n  a loom is often oscillated delibcratcly 
to preserve, as nearly as possibfe, a constant warp tension. 
This movement not only adjusts the warp lensth to give the 
desired tension control but unfortunately i t  also introduces 
some disturbing forces. This and other excitations (such as 
from picking) cause the back rcst.to vibrate along its length, 
as shown i n  Fig. 14.13; this gives unevenness i n  warp tension 
across the width of the w r p  and the pattern is everchanging 
(because of the nature of the vibration). If large enough, this 
can produce patterning in thc fabric, especially with fine 
synthetic materials. 

A well-designed loom is made in such a way as to overconic 
most of these difficulties and they have been discussed i n  
order that the design of the loom niay be understood. A 
proper understanding of loom operation also hclps in 
avoiding difficulties that may arise through unwise altera- 
tions or additions to the design of the loom. 

The loom as a whole can vibrate on ii spi-insy floor. and 
it is often surprisingly difficult to find a suitably rigid floor; 
even "solid" enrtli is capable of actins as a spring in this 
respcct. Thus we have a rirci.vs-c~/tr.stic, . ~ i x f c w  in which thc 
loom (or a sct of looms) acts as the niitss and the floor and 
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the surrounding structure acts as the spring. (Thc surrounding 
structure is very iniportaiit : .vtn/c'iwc horn. noi.sc and vibra- 
tion from a loom can appcur in parts of a building quitc 
remote from thc weave room.) 

If a looin is mounted 011 p d s  l o  absorb thc cncrgy of 
vibration, it is nccessary that tlierc shoiild bc lnovcnlcnt of 
the loom to permit thc tku~~pi~~gpucls to work. Such niotcmcllt 
means that, at best, oiily pal t of tlic vibration can bc rc- 
moved. Furthcrmore, thc tlanipin~ i \  a function of tlie 
velocity of movcnicnl; tliercfure, thc highcr licqiiciicy 
components will be damped out quite well but the lower 
frequency ones will not. The amount by which the loom can 
be allowed to move on its mountings must be limited, because 
an undue excursion of the frame whilst the shuttle is in flight 
could cause a11 sorts of trouble. Thus pads can do no more 
than give some relief from the problem; they cannot effect a 
cure. In general terms, they muffle the noise a little. 

If a loom is mounted on flexible mounts, thosc vibrations 
arising within the loom which are considerably above the 
natural frequency of the mounts will be attenuated. This 
means that the level of vibration in the floor will be reduced 
for the given frequencies. If the forcing frequency is the 
same as that for the mounts, the assembly will rock violently 
because it will be at resonance. Taking into account the m a s  
of the loom, it may be possible to obtain mounts whose 
natural frequency when installed is (say) 2 cycles/sec. The 
lowest frequency (in cycles/sec) of any great magnitude 
generated by a loom is that of the'bottom shaft ($  x picks/ 
min + 60). This means that a normal shuttle loom has a 
spectrum of frequencies from about 1 cycle/sec upwards. 
Thus there is a very good chance of getting into disastrous 
resonance and, even if this is avoided, there will be little 
attenuation of the low frequency vibrations, However, 
with a shuttleless loom, the problem is not so severe. In those 
looms which have a picking niechanism which produces little 
or no external reaction. the half speed component is neg- 
ligible and the major component is the double speed one 
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from the lay motion. The frequency in cycles/sec, in this case, 
is 2 x (picks/min) + 60. Bearing in mind that these looms run 
faster than conventional ones, the major component might 
well be at some 10 cycles/sec and such a component could be 
attenuated by flexible mounts. Even so, the looms would not 
be rigidly anchored and would tend to flop about; this could 
lead to operational difficulty. Another factor is the lack of 
the stiffness which a loom normally acquires by being secured 
(either by its own weight or by securing devices); this means 
that the frame of the loom can more easily vibrate. The gains 
obtaincd by using pads or flexible mounts or both are reduced 
by this fact. Extra stiffening without extra mass is needed in 
such cases. 

The foregoing indicates the difficulties which are involved 
in reducing the vibration levels in a shuttle loom and it is 
quite clear that the shuttle has much to answer for in this 
respect. If  noise becomes an over-riding factor, there will be a 
strong incentive to change over to shuttleless looms, which 
can meet legal specifications for the maximum permitted 
noise and vibration. This is apart from the other merits that 
these looms might have. 
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